Rate Packet

fourteenhearts@jesadler.com

jesadler.com/Fourteenhearts

Phone: 901.490.1791

Core Capabilities

Privacy Policy
Fourteen Hearts prides itself on keeping our client information secure and not selling based on ‘who we know’. With that in mind,
we implemented a policy to keep client information, such as campaigns currently running and strategy, private. We do not publicly
disclose who we are working with or the details of campaigns publicly without consent from our clients.
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Marketing Strategy
Overview: Exceptional marketing campaigns are developed with the audience in mind and detailed research that aims to
understand the industry, customer and digital climate. Custom marketing strategies include audience insights, industry data,
detailed tactics and KPIs to measure the success of a campaign. We develop the methods you need to use in order to optimize
traction for your business or organization and the ways to measure how your efforts are meeting the goals outlined for growth.
Process: A Fourteen Hearts Digital Strategist will meet with a key team member of your organization to understand the goals you
want to focus on and determine a timeline for achievement. After our research team uncovers facts and figures about audience,
industry and trends, we meet as a team to collaborate on strategy and creative elements. The strategist will compile this
information in a plan to deliver to you for implementation. We focus on ROI (return on investment) and measurements of success
for strategies. This option is ideal for businesses/organizations that want to implement their own strategies but need direction on
tactics.
Rate: $1500 with a three-week turnaround. $1200 for non-profit organizations.
Example: Below are sample pages from our strategy example. Contact us for a detailed marketing strategy example.
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Business Development
Overview: Every organization will need to redevelop policies and procedures to meet the needs of customers, clients, employees
and stakeholder as a key component to continued growth. Understanding the needs of every role and closing the gap on
diminishing profits or missed opportunities is the core focus of this three-day fully immerse experience.

Process: A two-three person team will spend three days in the offices to interview employees, managers, and departments to
understand the climate of the organization and needs of the people. Researchers will survey past customers/clients alongside
these interviews to gain a full sense of how the company is viewed. The team will work alongside people in your organization and
identify gaps in processes. A detailed overview of costs, expenses, vendor contracts, organizational flow, and historical growth
data will seek to uncover missed opportunities and profit losses. We will ask tough questions and deliver detailed results. For
larger organizations, more team members may be necessary. The third day will conclude with an initial findings report, with the
detailed report delivered within two weeks post visit. Clients also have the opportunity for follow-up phone sessions to receive
additional help post-visit.

Rate: $9000 for a three-day session. Initial report delivered on the third day, final report delivered within two weeks post visit. All
costs (travel, accommodations, etc) for 2-3 individuals covered by rate. Three team members are included for full rate; two team
members are included in the $7500 non-profit rate. For companies with multiple properties and additional needs, please contact
us at 901-490-1791.
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Corporate Training
Overview: Customized training sessions are developed to meet the needs of your team, wether you want to deep dive into digital
technologies like Google AdWords and Analytics or understand the best methods of securing clients via a sales workshop.
Fourteen Hearts Executive Director Jennifer Sadler is a professor and corporate trainer who has led sessions that explore key
digital metrics every business should monitor and uncover the opportunity gap to bring on new customers. Every collegiate
student she teaches is required to be Google AdWords and Analytics certified as she is herself has over 5 certifications for digital
marketing and sales.
Process: This 3hr training will gather a group of your team members together for an immersive session on a topic of your choice.
Attendees will gain a hands-on tutorial and a packet of information to follow along with the instructor (and to use after the
session). Every training session is customized to fit the industry and business model of your organization.
Rate: $175 per person (minimum of 5 people) for a 3hr training session, plus a per diem. A session can have a maximum of 30
people with one trainer - groups over 30 require 2 trainers. "
The per diem is calculated based on the standard mileage rates set by the IRS plus an accomodation fee (including food,
incidentals and hotel and transportation. There is no accomodation fee for trainings scheduled within a 120mi radius of Oxford,
MS (offices Fourteen Hearts). Please see the chart below for more detailed information on training rates. All sessions within a
120mi. radius are scheduled to begin at 9AM or 10AM unless other arrangements are meade in advance. Please call for
international rates. Trainings beyond a 120mi radius must be scheduled at least 2 weeks in advance to avoid an additional fee.

"

Total Fee

Team Members in
Training

Training Cost
($175/Person)

Distance from
Oxford, MS

Standard Mileage
Fee!
(53.5 cents per mile)

Accomodation Fee!

5

$875

100

$53.50

None

$928.50

15

$2,625.00

115

$61.52

None

$2,686.52

30

$5,250

500

$267.50

$1350

$6,867.50

50

$8,750

2000

$2,140.00 "
(2 Trainers Required
for Large Groups)

$2,700

$13,590.00

"
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Search Engine Marketing
Process: An initial client meeting will uncover the goals for growth. Following this, our digital strategy team will develop a
campaign and creative for AdWords campaigns that could include search, display, app, video, and mobile. We use a keyword and
display plan to make the most accurate estimate of budget and placements to use. We deliver monthly reports of optimizations
and insights with the option of a personalized training session of our process. Fourteen Hearts has a continuous growth model,
which means that we aim to train our clients on methods we use to optimize their campaigns.
Rate: 25-35% of the total cost of the campaign plus a $250 one-time setup and creative fee. There is a 6-month contract on all
SEM campaigns. 35% commission for a standard 6-month contract. Year-long contracts spending over $100,000 or 6-month
contracts of any amount using the a *non-refundable model gain a 30% rate plus a waived creative and setup fee. Contracts over
$125,000 for a 6-month non-refundable model gain a 25% rate plus waived creative and setup fee.!
Please Note: The table below gives an example of rate costs. Many firms charge a 60% commission, which means that only 40%
of the money you spend will actually go towards your campaign. See the difference in a lower commission rate and how much
you actually will spend on advertising below. !
*Non-Refundable Rate: Every campaign has a 30-day refund period. You may end your contract within the first 30 days and only
be liable for the next month of advertising spend (2-months total spend if canceled within the first 30 days). However, you can
sign a non-refundable contract and opt out of the 30-day grace period for a lower rate.

Contract Term

Total Cost of
Campaign

Rate !
(Percent of
Commission by
Fourteen Hearts)

Creative And
Setup Fees

Total Cost of
Advertising

Amount You Actually
Spend on Advertising
with OTHER FIRMS
(60% Rate)

Amount You Spend
on Advertising with
FOURTEEN HEARTS!
(25%-35% Rate)

6-Month
Standard

$20,000

35%

$250

$20,250

$8,000

$13,000

6-Month NonRefundable

$20,000

30%

waived ($0)

$20,000

$8,000

$14,000

Year-Long
Standard

$100,000

30%

waived ($0)

$100,000

$40,000

$70,000

6-Month!
Non-Refundable

$125,000

25%

waived ($0)

$125,000

$50,000

$93,750
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Social Media Marketing
Overview: Managing multiple social accounts for the best optimization could become a time consuming task. Our team develops
a strategy based on insights to deliver the right type of content at the best time for your audience. An additional service is
customized social advertising for Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter and Instagram, with hyper-focused targeting and monthly reporting
for both advertising and management. Our team works to manage client goals and expectations, along with producing and
sourcing shareable content to give you the opportunity of showcasing your brand as an influencer in your industry.

Rate: $1500 per month for social media management; $1200 per month for non-profit organizations. Advertising rates are a 35%
commission of the total advertising plus a $150 one-time creative and setup fee. Social media advertising is on a minimum
contract of $750/month for 6-months, unless bundled in with another service (such as search engine marketing or social media
management).
Example: Below are sample pages from our social media management and advertising reports.
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Email Marketing
Overview: Customized email campaigns are ideal for targeting professionals, executives, and specialized groups such as
parents, higher household incomes, and recent college graduates. Our team will customize a campaign with click-throughs to
your website and tracks opens, clicks and engagement.

Rate: $25 per thousand emails sent plus a $150 creative and setup fee (or $50 you provide your own creative to meet
specifications). Minimum order is 50,000 emails. Email rates are based on quantity with a minimum order of 50,000 emails.
Please see the chart below for more details. These are B2C (business to consumer) rates. Please contact connect@jesadler.com
for pricing on B2B (business to business) rates.

Cost/Thousand

Number of Emails Sent

$23

50,000

$20

up to 100,000

$17

up to 300,000

$14

up to 500,000

$11

up to 800,000

$8

up to 1,000,000

Call for Rates

1,000,000+
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